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A STUDY OF THE DIES AND DIE COMBINATIONS
F. R .

COOPER

(Plates V-VIII)
IN offering this paper to the Society, the author is not aware that any detailed inquiry
into the dies and die combinations of the English silver crowns of James I has hitherto
been attempted. The whole of the English silver coinage of this reign, which was struck
at the Tower Mint, formed the subject of an impressive monograph read before the
society in 1907 (BNJ, vol. iv) by Lt.-Col. H. W. Morrieson, to which some further notes
were added by him five years later (BNJ, vol. ix). In these papers the coinage was divided
into three periods, and the mint-marks used in each period were tabulated. But it was
not his object to describe the different varieties as Grant R. Francis later undertook in
1915 for the Tower Crowns of Charles I (BNJ, vol. xii), a series more recently examined
by the author (BNJ, vol. xxxvii).
Hence with no such legacy the present study has been based upon the catalogues of
the more important sales in recent decades, the author's own collection, and a scrutiny
of the great museum collections. It cannot be supposed that all extant varieties have
been brought to light, but it is hoped that the number of omissions is relatively small.
2. Morrieson's classification of the silver coinage in general, and the crowns in particular, corresponds with the three different issues of the gold coinage. The first period
commenced in May 1603 and terminated in October 1604 with the change in the title
of James I from King of England and Scotland, to King of Great Britain. The second
period continued until July 1619, when the types and weights of the gold coinage were
altered by proclamation some time after the appointment of William Holle as Chief
Engraver to the Mint. The third period continued until the end of the reign in March
1625. It is now customary to use the word coinage for each period.
This basic classification, subdivided according to mint-mark, provides a chronological
sequence which is adhered to throughout this paper.
3. The crown pieces depict on the obverse the king on a walking horse facing right, and
on the reverse a garnished shield displaying the royal arms. For the first time the coins
showed the arms of Scotland in the second quarter; those of Ireland in the third; and
the arms of France and England, quarterly, in the first and fourth quarters. Both designs
are surrounded by a legend, and the general outline of the series can be set out thus:
First coinage
Obv.

The king riding a horse with crown and rose on housing; plain ground-line below.
L e g e n d r e a d s : • IACOBVS • DTGT ANGT s c o ?
E T - H I B T REX"

Rev.

FRAN?

A square-topped shield, with decoration.
L e g e n d r e a d s : • EXVRGAT • DEVS • DISSIPENTVR • INIMICI •

Mm.
C 8186

Thistle, lis.
L
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Second coinage
Obv. Similar to first coinage, but legend reads:
• IACOBVS • D ? G ?

Rev.

MAG7 BRIT? FRAN7 ET • HIB? REX •

Similar to first coinage, but legend reads:
• QILE • DEVS • CONIVNXIT • NEMO • SEPARET •

Mm.

Lis, rose, escallop, grapes. (The lis is smaller than on the first coinage.)

Third coinage
Obv. The king as before, but with smaller crown and rose on housing. Legend as for second coinage,
but with colon stops after abbreviations only. On one die, with mint-mark lis, there is grass
above the ground-line, and the legend reads BRI instead of BRIT.
Rev.
Similar to second coinage, but the Scottish lion in the second quarter of the shield is smaller,
and with three single exceptions the legend is without stops. Two dies have a smaller shield
with a plume above to denote coins struck from Welsh silver; the harp on these is birdheaded.
Mm.
Rose, thistle, lis, trefoil. (The rose, sometimes called 'seeded' rose, and lis are larger than on
the second coinage; for the variety with the former mint-mark also known with thistle overstruck, dies characteristic of the second coinage were used.)

It might be suggested that, as two distinct mint-marks 'rose' are found on dies of the
second coinage, the smaller rose might well have followed the larger or 'seeded' variety.
But the existence of strikings from dies with mint-marks grapes and thistle over the
smaller and larger roses respectively helps to fix their relative order without reference to
any evidence from other denominations of this coinage.
4. Table A contains a list of the thirty-three varieties that have been traced and
recorded in this paper. To identify any particular one the whole series has been numbered
within each mint-mark for each of the three coinages, e.g. first coinage, thistle,
nos. 1 to 8; second coinage, grapes, nos. 1 to 3. The dies have been given roman numerals,
separately for obverses and reverses, and asterisks are used to indicate mint-marks which
have been over-struck.
The above system of numbering will enable additional varieties to be included with
the appropriate coinage and mint-mark; additional dies could be interpolated by using
a suffix to follow the recorded die to which they most closely approximate.
A main provenance is stated for each variety except where special notes have been
appended for a dozen of those which seem to be the rarest.
5. Table B comprises diagrams showing how the dies link up to form the varieties
listed in Table A. From the dates provided for each mint-mark it will be observed that
there is a long gap in the series between the coins with mint-mark grapes (1607) and
those with mint-mark rose (1620/1), although the report of the trial of the Pyx on 17 May
1609 suggests that crowns with mint-mark coronet were struck; Morrieson mentions
this in his further notes, already alluded to, but no example appears to have survived,
and the mint-mark is not recorded by Snelling1 or later writers. In the other intervening
years crowns were absent partly, no doubt, because the amounts of coined silver were
very small owing to the scarcity of the metal.
1

A View of the Silver Coin and Coinage of England, 1762.
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Dotted lines are used where mint-marks have been overstruck for use in a subsequent
period.
Within each mint-mark the order of the dies, and thus of the coin varieties, has been
determined wherever possible by the cross-linkages having regard also to any overstriking with a subsequent mint-mark. But there are examples, e.g. reverses II and III,
where the order is quite arbitrary in the absence of any consistent indications of style.
The two reverse dies with plume over shield (XVI and XIX) follow the other dies bearing
the same mint-mark.
6. Table C consists of notes on all the obverse and reverse dies for the purpose of
underlining their distinguishing features, especially where more than one die bears the
same mint-mark. In the plates (V to VIII) where the numeration is preserved every die
is illustrated with the exception of two which, although authenticated, have not been
obtained. Additional illustrations are provided to show the appearance of dies with
mint-marks overstruck including, incidentally, the two mentioned in the last sentence.
To check any particular coin it is suggested that a collector should first refer to the
plates so as to establish the identity both of obverse and reverse dies. Reference back
to Table A will enable the variety to be verified unless it is unlisted. The author will be
grateful for information about dies or varieties unrecorded in this paper.
Examination of the plates reveals an interesting feature of the first coinage dies:
obverses I to III, and reverses I to V. Throughout these examples the letter A in the
legends has the slanted apex1 associated on Charles I issues with the engraver Nicholas
Briot. As the latter was born in 1580 and is not known to have been in England before
1625, it would appear that the so-called 'Briot' A owes its origin to an earlier engraver
and possibly a member of the same family.2
Reverse dies XIV to the end exhibit the smaller Scottish hon which, in the words of
H. Montagu in a note on the later issues of James I: 'not I hope owing to its longer
sojourn in English territory had shrunk to one-half its former size.'3 On dies XVI and
XIX the smaller shield surmounted by the Welsh plume naturally introduced a difficult
problem in the representation of a still smaller lion. But it was overcome, slightly
differently in each case, by a fine piece of engraving, the only objection to which might
be that the lion looks rather hungry.
7. Table D is based on a paper by Henry Symonds on the 'Mint-marks and Denominations of the Coinage of James I as Disclosed by the Trials of the Pyx ' (BNJ, vol. ix).
The dates selected are of those trials which recorded the presence of five-shilling pieces
in the box.
8. As in the author's study of the Tower crowns of Charles I (op. cit.) an attempt has
been made to gauge the relative scarcity of the three different coinages here under
examination, and of the several mint-marks. This has likewise been deduced from the
holdings of five major museum collections together with those of Lingford and Lockett.
1
This feature has also been observed on a halfcrown of the series.
2
The author is indebted to Mons. H . Schneider for
comments about Nicholas Briot, and to Dr. J. P. C.

Kent on other aspects of this question. The latter was
able to exhibit a Henry IV double of 1595 clearly
showing a 'Briot' type of A.
3
NC, 3rd ser., vol. x, p. 273.
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A summary of the total number of coins is shown hereunder:
Total for
mint-mark
1 st coinage
Thistle
Lis/thistle
2nd coinage
Lis
Rose
Escallop
Grapes/rose
3rd coinage
Rose
Thistle/rose
Thistle
Lis
Trefoil/lis
Trefoil (obv. over lis)
Trefoil

12

Total for
coinage

Number of
varieties
represented

8

20

7

6
6
5
6

23

9

52
95

14
30

3
10
17
13
6
2

In Table E are details of the seven named collections as recorded by the author.
Included above are twenty-one coins comprising four varieties struck from Welsh
silver, i.e. with plume over shield on the reverse:
3rd coinage: mint-mark thistle
5 (two varieties)
lis
7
trefoil/lis 9

One hesitates to draw conclusions from the relatively small number of coins tabulated.
In the first coinage the six different varieties represented in the collections with mintmark thistle have combined to produce a total of twelve specimens, but coins with this
mint-mark are quite rare. Apart from this the double-figure aggregates for three mintmarks from the third coinage seem to reflect the relative frequency with which such
varieties are encountered; they include all the coins struck from Welsh silver.
Information about holdings of James I crowns was also obtained from the following:
Blackburn Museum, Hart collection
National Museum of Ireland, Dublin
Royal Scottish Museum, Edinburgh
Grosvenor Museum, Chester
City Museum, Leeds
Manchester Museum, Raby cabinet
City of Salford Museum
Ulster Museum.
9. About the engravers cf the series now examined not a great deal requires to be
said. The accession of James I in 1603 found Charles Anthony as Chief Graver with
John Baptist van Landen the under-Graver. Charles Anthony, who was displaced for
some years by Nicholas Hilliard,1 the famous miniaturist, died in 1615 and was followed
by his son Thomas. On the death of the latter in 1618 the next Chief Graver was William
1

Sir John Craig, The Mint (C.U.P., 1953, p. 131).
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Holle (Hole or Holies) who was responsible for the new types of gold coinage in the
following year. But Holle did not live long, and from letters patent dated September
1624 we learn that he had died and had been succeeded in midsummer of that year by
John Gilbert and Edward Greene jointly.1
The silver crowns of James I, the design of which remained basically unchanged
throughout the reign, must thus be attributed to the two artists, Charles Anthony2 and
John Baptist van Landen. In the design of the equestrian portrait the former may well
have been influenced by his father, Derick, who executed a somewhat similar portrait
of Edward VI in 1551 shortly after his appointment to the post which passed direct to
his son nearly fifty years later. Although the third coinage which dates from 1619 was
considered by Morrieson3 to be of coarser workmanship, and hence the product of
another engraver, no evidence has been traced to show it was the work of Holle. In the
crown series there seems little inferiority, although on some third-coinage dies the
lettering is very untidy. Possibly also due to wear of the main puncheon the equestrian
portrait shows less detail; but third-coinage strikings are generally bolder and in higher
relief than those of the first and second coinages. It will further be noted that with some
of the third-coinage reverses the placing and the proportion of the shield are not well
thought out. Nevertheless it is difficult to make general comparisons when many die
impressions are known only in a poor state of preservation.
It is reasonable to suppose that the relatively minor alterations made in the secondand third-coinage crowns were carried out with the help of under-Gravers or assistants.
The former included John Rutlinger who worked with van Landen until the death (or
retirement) of the latter in 1606. From that date Rutlinger and John Dycher were
inferiores sculpt ores until the demise of the former in 1609, after which Dycher for some
ten years worked without a junior colleague. In 1620 Dycher was followed by Charles
Greene.4
The wastage, chiefly from mortality, among engravers in the first quarter of the seventeenth century seems to have been remarkably high.
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H . Symonds: English Mint Engravers of the Tudor
and Stuart Periods (NC, 4th ser., vol. xiii, passim).
2
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Monarchs on their Coins and Medals (BNJ, vol. v)
quoting Calendar of Domestic State Papers, 25 May
1603. 'To Sir Thomas Knyvet, Warden: we are determined to proceed with the moneys wrought by warrant

of the late Queen viz . . . you are to order Charles
Antony graver of our mint to cause to be graven irons
needful for striking our said moneys, and we authorize
you to take up skilful engravers for the said works
within our Tower of London.'
3
BNJ vol. iv, p. 166.
4
H. Symonds, op. cit
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TABLES
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

List of varieties
Diagrams showing obverse and reverse dies for each variety
Brief notes o n obverse and reverse dies
Reports on Trials of the Pyx
Holdings of seven major collections

TABLE A

List of Varieties
(Plates V-VIII)
Coinage
and mm.

No.

Provenance

Die number
Rev.
Obv.

1

Note (a)

I
II
III
IV
II
III
IV
IV

FIRST

Thistle

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Lingford, 46
Locket, 2132
Note (c)
Ashmolean
Hunterian
Note (d)

I
I
I
I
II
II
II
III

1
2

Lingford, 49
Note (e)

III*
III*

IV*
V*

1
2

Lingford, 50
Lockett, 2134

IV
IV

VI
VII

»

(b)

Coinage
and mm.

Rose

1
2

Note ( / )
Lingford, 53

V
V

VIII
IX

Escallop

1
2

Lingford, 54
Parsons, 396

VI
VI

XI
XII

Die number
Obv.
Rev.

Lingford,57
Whitley, 151
Note (£)

V*
V*
V*

VIII*
IX*
X*

Note (h)

VII

XIII

2
3
4
5

Note (/')
Lingford, 59
Lingford, 60
Note ( j )

VII*
VIII
VIII
VIII
IX

XIII*
XIV
XV
XVI
XVI

1
2
3

B.M.
Lingford, 62
Lingford, 63

X
X
X

XVII
XVIII
XIX

1
2
3
4
5

Lingford, 64
Lingford, 67
Lockett, 4117
B.M.
Note (k)

X*
X*
X*
X*
XI

XVIII*
XIX*
XX
XXI
XXI

THIRD

Rose

SECOND

Lis

Provenance

SECOND (cont.)
Grapes
1
2
3

Thistle
Lis

No.

Lis

Trefoil

1

1

Under the heading 'Provenance' references are made to four sale catalogues with the
relative lot numbers (which were illustrated), and to three museum collections, i.e.
Ashmolean:
B.M.:
Hunterian:

Ashmolean Museum, Oxford.
British Museum.
Hunterian Museum, Glasgow.

The dates of the sales were: Lingford, 1950; Lockett, 1956 and 1960; Parsons, 1954;
Whitley, 1956.
With regard to the asterisks denoting mint-marks overstruck, reverse dies V and X
each appear to have overstrikings although neither has been recorded in its original
state; they have been presumed to conform with the other dies having the same mintmark, i.e. lis over thistle, and grapes over rose respectively.
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The following notes refer to some of the rarer varieties:
(a) Checkley sale (1965) lot 39.
The reverse of this specimen is untraced elsewhere.
(b) Ashmolean Museum.
A die combination untraced elsewhere.
(c) Nightingale sale (1951) lot 29;
Parsons sale (1954) lot 393.
The only two specimens traced with this die combination.
(d) Lingford sale (1950) lot 48; not illustrated, but established by reference to lot 49,
from identical dies (cf. lis, no. 1).
The obverse of this recorded specimen might be unique, but it is well known with
mint-mark lis punched over thistle.
(e) Author's collection; ex W. L. Gantz and R. Carlyon-Britton.
The reverse die with mint-mark lis, apparently punched over thistle, is untraced
elsewhere.
( / ) Lingford sale (1950) lot 52, not illustrated, but established by reference to lot 57,
from identical dies (cf. grapes, no. 1).
The reverse of this recorded specimen might be unique, but it is less rare with
mint-mark grapes punched over rose.
(g) British Museum;
Lockett sale (1956) lot 2137.
The only two specimens found with this reverse die. The condition of the mintmark (grapes) suggests an overstriking, and this is presumably over rose.
(h) A very interesting variety which by reason of the mint-mark 'seeded' rose (in use
during 1620/21) must be assigned to the third coinage, although both dies are
characteristic of the second coinage. Particular features are the stops in the obverse
and reverse legends, the large crown and rose on the housing, and the larger
Scottish lion in the second quarter of the shield. On the author's specimen (see
plate V) the appearance of the obverse mint-mark suggests an overstriking,
which could be from a die unknown in its original state. The similarity with
obverse die VI (mm. escallop) will be noticed. It has been suggested that only four
specimens of this variety are in existence, and the author has found no reason to
increase that estimate (see also table E, note).
The above die combination is found also with mint-mark thistle overstruck.
Only three specimens have been recorded (see table E, third coinage, thistle 1).
(0 Whitley sale (1956) lot 152.
The reverse of this specimen is untraced elsewhere.
(j) Ashmolean Museum.
The obverse of this specimen is untraced elsewhere.
(;k) British Museum.
The only variety known with mint-mark trefoil not struck over lis on the obverse.
A specimen was in the Lingford collection (lot 68) but not illustrated.
(Table A is concluded on p. 153.)
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TABLE B

Diagrams Showing Obverse and Reverse Dies for Each Variety

N o t e : Reverse dies X V I a n d X I X have a large plume over the shield.
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(Table A

concluded.)

It will be observed that of the apparently rarer varieties no fewer than four belong
to the first mint-mark of the reign (thistle, 1603/4) and it is of interest that three obverses
and five reverses have been established. This was a feature also of the Tower crowns of
Charles I 1 where the first mint-mark (lis 1625/6) appears on five obverse and four reverse
dies. In both cases the number of dies was not equalled for any subsequent mint-mark
which suggests that at the commencement of a reign it was the practice to try out minor
variations in similar dies, but with what object ?
TABLE C

Brief Notes on Obverse and Reverse Dies
(Plates V-VIII)
The obverse dies:
I to III
IV to VI
VII to XI

First coinage
Second coinage
Third coinage

Mint-mark
Thistle

No.
I
II
III

Remarks
These three dies exhibit only slight differences,
the most obvious of which result from the
spacing of the letters in the legend.
I
Ground-line meets foreleg of horse clear
of inner beaded circle, opposite the end of
N in ANG. Tail of horse ends opposite
legend between A and N of FRAN.
II Ground-line and foreleg terminate at
inner beaded circle but do not meet, AN of
FRAN is moved slightly clockwise compared with I.
III Ground-line meets foreleg just touching Also used with mint-mark lis
beaded circle opposite G in ANG.
overstruck.
Recorded by Lingford but not illustrated.
See Table A, note (d).
On the obverse dies of the second and third
coinages which now follow it was necessary
with one exception to provide an extra letter
in the legend: i.e. MAG BRIT instead of ANG
sco; at the same time there was a tendency to
spread some of the lettering. This left less space
between the beginning and end of the legend,
and the mint-mark often appears crowded.

Lis

IV

Sword point to right foot of x. Ground-line
meets foreleg of horse clear of beaded circle
opposite G in MAC.
Sword points to left of centre of x. Groundline and foreleg of horse do not meet.

Rose

Escallop

VI

Sword points between E and x. Tail of horse
ends opposite R in FRAN. Foreleg of horse
points to A.
See author's paper (op. cit.).

Also used with mint-mark grapes
overstruck, in which state it
shows a flaw across the beaded
circle opposite T of BRIT.
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Mint-mark
'Seeded' rose

No.
VII

Remarks
Sword points between E and x. Foreleg of horse Also used with mint-mark thistle
points to G. Although showing a third coinage overstruck.
mint-mark this die clearly belongs to the
second coinage, and this larger rose may have
been struck over escallop or grapes on a die not
now recorded.

Thistle

VIII

Sword points to right foot of x. Tail of horse
cuts beaded circle opposite N of FRAN.
Sword points to right foot of x. Tail of horse
touches beaded circle opposite R of FRAN.

IX
Lis

X

Reads BRI instead of BRIT. Sword points to left
part of x. Grass is conventionally drawn above
a ground-line across which in varying degrees
is a die flaw down towards beaded circle.

Also used with mint-mark trefoil overstruck.

Trefoil

XI

Sword points to right foot of x. No grass with
ground-line. Tail of horse just touches beaded
circle opposite F of FRAN.

Appears to read HI instead of
HIB.

The Reverse dies:
I to V
VI to XII
XIII to XXI

First coinage
Second coinage
Third coinage

Thistle

I to V

Strikings of these dies are easier to distinguish
if one concentrates on the point of the shield in
relation to the inner beaded circle, and the
spacing of the earlier letters in DISSIPENTVR.
These differences are indicated below:
I
Point of shield touches beaded circle to
left of second s. Mint-mark to left of
centre.
II Point of shield touches beaded circle
between first and second s. Mint-mark
central.
III Point of shield is clear of beaded circle,
and is directed to left of second s. Pellets
at beginning and end of legend are further
apart than on I. Mint-mark to left of
centre.
IV Point of shield intersects beaded circle Also used with mint-mark lis
opposite second s. Mint-mark to left of overstruck.
centre. Flaw in field above left-hand
corner of shield.
V Point of shield touches beaded circle be- Recorded only with mint-mark
tween second s and I. Mint-mark central. lis punched over thistle.

Lis

VI

Point of shield touches beaded circle between
x and i. Pellets at beginning and end of legend
are close.
Point of shield touches beaded circle to left of
i. Pellets not so close as on VI.

VII
Rose

VIII

Point of shield is clear of beaded circle and is
directed between x and I. Pellets at beginning
and end of legend are not so close as on IX
below. Recorded by Lingford but not illustrated. See Table A, note(/).

Also used with mint-mark grapes
overstruck in which condition a
prominent flaw appears by v of
DEVS.
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Mint-mark
Rose

No.
IX

X

Escallop

XI
XII

Point of shield just touches beaded circle above
x. Pellets are closer than on VIII. Decoration
at left hand top corner of shield is directly
opposite A.
Point of shield is clear of beaded circle and is
directed to right of x. Decoration at left hand
top corner of shield lies within the segment
formed by AR.
Point of shield is clear of beaded circle, and is
directed to left of centre of x.
Point of shield is clear of beaded circle, and is
directed nearer to I than x. Pellets at beginning
and end of legend are closer than on die XI.

Remarks
Also used with mint-mark grapes
overstruck.
Recorded only with mint-mark
grapes, presumably punched

Mint-mark and some lettering is
smaller than on die XI.

'Seeded' rose

XIII

Point of shield is clear of beaded circle, and is Also used with mint-mark thistle
directed between x and i. This die belongs to overstruck.
the second coinage in view of the single stops
in the legend and the larger Scottish lion in the
second quarter of the shield.

Thistle

XIV

Point of shield touches beaded circle between i
and T.
Point of shield intersects beaded circle to left
of T. Letters of SEPARET are widely spread.
Point of smaller shield, with plume above, is
clear of beaded circle. Centre line of shield is
directed to I. Harp is bird-headed.

XV
XVI

Lis

XVII
XVIII
XIX

Trefoil

XX
XXI

Point of shield cuts beaded circle above I.
Stop after SEPARET. Point of shield cuts beaded
circle above I, which letter is displaced. Flaw
in field to right of shield near top.
Point of smaller shield, with plume above,
touches beaded circle above x. Harp is birdheaded.

Also used with mint-mark trefoil
overstruck.
Also used with mint-mark trefoil
overstruck, and mostly showing
slight flaw to left of harp.

Stop after SEPARET. Point of shield cuts beaded
circle at right hand tip of x.
Stop after SEPARET. Point of shield cuts beaded
circle just to left of i.

The author is indebted to the following for kindly furnishing plaster casts to enable
illustrations to be made, and for permission to reproduce them:
The Ashmolean Museum:
Obverse dies: I; IX; X; X, overstruck.
Reverse dies: II; XVI; XVII; XVIII, overstruck.
The British Museum:
Obverse die: XI.
Reverse dies: VII; X, overstruck.
The Syndicate of the Fitzwilliam Museum:
Obverse die: VII, overstruck.
Reverse die: XIII, overstruck.

Illustrations of two dies have not been traced:
Obverse III, mint-mark thistle, not overstruck (Lingford lot 48).
Reverse VIII, mint-mark rose (Lingford lot 52).
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TABLE D

Reports on Trials of the Pyx
(based on a paper by H. Symonds: BNJ, vol. ix)
Date of trial

Coinage
no.

Mint-mark

Months
in use

22 May 1604
20 June 1605

\
1
7

10 July 1606
30 June 1607
11 Nov. 1607
17 May 1609
8 June 1621
3 July 1623
17 June 1624
7 July 1625

2
2
2
3
3
3
3

Thistle
Lis
Lis
Rose
Escallop
Grapes
Coronet
Rose
Thistle
Lis
Trefoil

12
5
8
13
12
4
18
m
25
11J
13

Amount of English Remarks
silver in Pyx
£
cl.
129 15 3 i
105 15 6 i
92 14 H
154 13 3
75 0 10
26 9 6
67 2 51
No specimen traced, see text, para.
3 118
'Only one crown in the Pyx.'
26 7 7
_ _ _
Amount omitted.
49 8 2

During the eleven years when no crown pieces were recorded as having been struck,
the total of English silver reported as found in the Pyx amounted only to £49. 14s. 6d.
Spelling of the seventeenth century, e.g. flower de lewce, skallopp shell, has been
replaced by modern forms.
It was unusual for the report on the trial in June 1621 to record that only one crown
was found in the box, although the amount of silver coined during the previous year
must have been relatively small. Of the four specimens now believed to exist it is
interesting to conjecture whether one actually survived the trial. See also Table A,
note (h).
TABLE E

Holdings of Seven Major Collections
Coinage arid
mint-mark
1 Thistle

No.

British
Museum

Royal
Mint

Ashmolean

Fitzwilliam

Hunterian

Lingford

1
3
4
5

6

*(2)

7

Lis
Lis
Rose
Escallop

8
1
2
1
2
1
2
I
1

*(2)

*(3)

*C?)

Lockett
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Coinage and
mint-mark
Grapes

Rose
Thistle

Lis

Trefoil

No.
1
2
3
1
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
1
2
3
4
5

British
Museum

Royal
Mint

Ashmolean

Fitzwilliam

Hunterian

*

Lingford
*
*

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

Lockett

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*(2)
*

*
*

*(2)

*(2)

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*(2)

*

*
*
*

*

NOTES: Seven coins recorded by Lingford, but not illustrated in his sale catalogue, have been equated
with varieties similarly described which have been traced in other collections; these are indicated
by a question mark. It is by n o means inconceivable that one or more of these coins might prove to be
an additional variety.
N u m b e r s in brackets denote the holding of more than one specimen.
Three varieties of the 1st coinage: thistle, nos. 1 and 5; lis, no. 2, are not represented above. See
Table A, notes (a), (c), and (<?).
The specimen of the third coinage, mint-mark rose, now in the British Museum, came f r o m the
Lockett collection, as shown.

OBVERSE

DIES

PLATE

( T h e n u m e r a t i o n and m i n t m a r k s f o l l o w tables A, B and C )

III l i s / t h i s t l e

V rose

grapes/rose

VII r o s e ( ' s e e d e d ' )

IX t h i s t l e

VIII thistle

VII t h i s t l e / r o s e
JAMES

I,

ENGLISH

CROWNS

(1)

V

O B V E R S E DIES ( c o n c l u d e d ) ;

REVERSE

DIES

PLATE

XI t r e f o i l

flH
SlBpr
KnBfflBis

mm^I thistle

III t h i s t l e

II thistle

V lis/thistle

IV thistle

Untraced

VI lis

VIII r o s e

VII lis
J A M E S I, E N G L I S H

CROWNS

(2)

VI

REVERSE DIES (continued)

rose

PLATE VII

XI escallop

mmm

XIII rose ( ' s e e d e d ' )

XV thistle

XIV thistle

XIII t h i s t l e / r o s e

XVI thistle
JAMES 1, ENGLISH C R O W N S

XVII lis
(3)

PLATE

REVERSE DIES (concluded)

XVIII lis

XIX trefoil/lis

XVIII trefoil/lis

XX trefoil
JAMES I, ENGLISH CROWNS (4)

XIX lis

XXI trefoil

VIII

